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In the case of long-period and large-scale simulation, unexpected stop which is caused by execution time excess, outage of computers, 
outage of a network during file transfer and so on, become major issues. To avoid the stop of job execution and file transfer, we have 
developed Task Flow Control System that is a new control system for application integration with a fault tolerant API. If the computer is 
outage, the system designates an alternate computer, gathers necessary files and submits a new job. Each scheduler, file transfer and job 
condition can be flexibly defined in XML. This time, we applied the system to fluid-structure interaction analysis simulation. The result 
indicates that the system enables a user to easily execute multi-scale and multi-physics simulation using application integration. 
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I. Introduction
1
 
Recently, Seismic assessment of nuclear power plant is 
one of most important engineering issue. Real scale 
experiment of shaking table is difficult due to huge cost and 
long periods, so a numerical simulation has a very important 
role on this issue. A lot of physical phenomena, such as 
structure, fluid, heat and nuclear reaction, must be 
considered in performing such a seismic assessment. Since 
each physical phenomenon is so complicate, it is difficult 
that one application analyzes all phenomena in detail. 
Integrating multiple applications which are specialized in 
each scientific field is a realistic method.  
To actualize such application integration, multiple super 
computers need be utilized efficiently and effectively. 
However, it is the often the case that the execution takes a lot 
of time. In this case, unexpected stop which is caused by 
execution time excess, outage of computers, outage of a 
network during file transfer and so on, become major issues
 
1-2)
. To avoid the stop of job execution and file transfer, we 
have been developing the fault-tolerant API (FT-API) which 
can control those fault-tolerances of simulation codes for 
Atomic Energy Grid InfraStructure (AEGIS)
3)
 which is a 
grid environment specialized in atomic energy filed.  
In the present study, we have developed Task Flow 
Control System that is a new control system for application 
integration with FT-API. The system treats an application as 
a task which consists of one job and multiple file transfer. 
Firstly, each task designates a computer to submit a job 
using a scheduler associated to the job. Secondly, all files 
which are necessary to execute the job are gathered in the 
computer using FT-API for file transfer. Finally, the job is 
submitted using FT-API for job execution. If the computer is 
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outage, the system designates an alternate computer, gathers 
necessary files and submits a new job. Each scheduler, file 
transfer and job condition can be flexibly defined in XML.  
This time, we applied the system to fluid-structure 
interaction analysis simulation. The result indicates that the 
system enables a user to easily execute multi-scale and 
multi-physics simulation using application integration. 
 
II. Fault Tolerant API 
1. The need for fault tolerant 
When executing jobs on a super computer, there are many 
possibilities of unexpected stop. At one case, execution time 
might exceed. At another case, computers might have 
breakdown. Therefore, users must always check the status of 
jobs. If there are any problems, users must respond to the 
problems. It is a huge burden to users. 
To overcome the issues, we have developed the 
fault-tolerant API (FT-API) which can control those 
fault-tolerances of simulation codes for Atomic Energy Grid 
InfraStructure (AEGIS) which is a grid environment 
specialized in atomic energy filed. FT-API consists of 
Job-Execution fault-tolerant function and File-Transfer 
fault-tolerant function. 
 
2. Job-Execution FT-API 
Job-Execution FT-API constantly watches the status of a 
job. The status of a job can be categorized as the following. 
(1) Normal End 
(2) Abnormal End 
(3) Exceed of execute time 
(4) Exceed of queueing time limit 
In the case of Normal End, the system moves to next task. 
If there are any problems, the API designates a new 
computer and submits a new job. The new computer is 
  
designated by a scheduler defined in advance. Number of 
times for retry, execute time and queueing time limit are set 
by user. 
 
3. File-Transfer FT-API 
File-Transfer FT-API watches status of file transfer. 
When the file transfer is finished, the API measures success 
and failure of file transfer by checking file size. If there are 
any problems, the API retries the same transfer within given 
times. If the file transfer is failed over the retry times, the file 
transfer is canceled. Number of times for retry is set by user. 
 
III. Task Flow Control System 
1. Task Flow System 
Usually, executing application divides into three processes, 
namely input of some files (including boundary conditions, 
physical property and so on), execution of the simulation and 
output of some result files. Here, if some important input 
files don’t exist, it is impossible to execute the application. 
So, we call these input files “essential files”.  
The present system treats an execution of application as a 
task. A task consists of one job to execute application and 
multiple file transfer to gather essential files. The system 
processes a task flow which consists of multiple tasks. If the 
system failed the execution of a simulation, the system 
retries from gathering essential files and submits a new job 
on an alternate computer. 
 
2. Process of Task Flow 
The flow of process in a task is shown in Figure 1-(a). In 
the figure, there are 3 sites, namely site A for execution of 
application1, site B for execution of application 2 and site C 
for save of essential files. Here, essential files are output 
files from application 1 and input files for application 2. 
In the case of Task A, the task consists of file transfer 
from site C to site A, submit jobs to execute application1 and 
file transfer from site A to site C. Firstly, the system transfer 
files as input files for application 1. Secondly, the system 
submits a job to site A to execute application 1. A computer 
on site A executes the job and output the result files. The 
system confirms finish of the job and starts file transfer to 
site C for save of essential files which are input files for 
application2.  
In the case of Task B, the task consists of file transfer 
from site C to site B, submit jobs to execute application2 and 
file transfer from site B to site C. If the jobs were failure due 
to outage of the computer, the system designates an alternate 
computer on site D defined by a scheduler as shown in 
Figure 1-(b). Subsequently, the system gathers essential files 
from site C and submits a new job to the alternate computer. 
 
3. Examples of XML File 
In the present system, each scheduler, file transfer and job 
condition can be flexibly defined in XML. Example of the 
XML files is shown in List 1-3.  
List 1 shows information of tasks. Information of a task is 
described in Line 1 to 7 in List 1. Some properties of the task 
are described in line 2 to 4. Information for execution of a 
job is described in Line 5, and information for a file transfer 
in Line 6. Similarly, line 8 to 14 and line 15 to 20 indicate 
information of each task. 
 
Figure 1-(a) Process of a task flow which consists of task A 
and task B 
Figure 1-(b) Process of a task flow which consists of task A 
and task B in the case where the site-B is breakdown 
 
List 2 shows jobs information. In line 2 to 6, some 
properties of a job are described. Especially, scheduler 
information is designated in line 6. A computer which 
submits a job is designated by using the scheduler. 
Additionally, an input file is designated in line 7. List 3 
shows file transfer information. In line 3, information of 
transfer source is described. In line 4, information of transfer 
destination is described. 
 
1  <Task name="Task_Eri"  
2 objid="TSK_ERI1"  
3 kind="serial"  
4 step="self" > 
5   <Execute objid="JOB_ERI1" /> 
6   <Execute objid="TRANSFER_ERI1" /> 
7  </Task> 
8  <Task name="Task_Save"  
9   objid="TSK_SAVE1"  
10   kind="serial"  
11   step="self" > 
12  <Execute objid="JOB_SAVE1" /> 
13  <Execute objid="TRANSFER_SAVE1" /> 
14 </Task> 
15 <Task name="Task_GAL1"  
16   objid="TSK_GAL1"  
17   kind="serial"  
18   step="self" > 
19  <Execute objid="JOB_GAL1" /> 
20 </Task> 
List 1 Example of XML description for task flow 
 
 
  
1 <Jobs> 
2   <Job name="Job_Eri1"  
3 objid="JOB_ERI1"  
4 jobinfo="JOBINFO_ERI1"  
5 workdir="/home/itbl/test"  
6 scheduler="SCHDLR_ERI1" > 
7      <RestartFile file="input.dat" /> 
8   </Job> 
9 <Jobs> 
List 2 Example of XML description for job information 
 
1 <Transfers> 
2  <Transfer name="Transfer_Eri1" 
objid="TRANSFER_ERI1" type="file"> 
3   <From job="" 
      path="x-rfile://xxx.u-tokyo/home/itbl/out.dat"" /> 
4   <To job="" 
      path="x-rfile://xxx.tokai.jaeri/home/itbl/in.dat" /> 
5  </Transfer> 
6 </Transfers> 
List 3 Example of XML description for file transfer 
information 
 
IV. Multi-Scale and Multi-Physics Simulation for 
Seismic Assessment 
1. Overview 
We have launched a simulation project for seismic 
assessment of nuclear power plant. The present project 
targets a synthesis of multi-scale and multi-physics 
simulation, such as earthquake simulation, structure analysis, 
flow dynamics and nuclear dynamics. To actualize the 
project, we have plan to integrate 4 applications which are 
specialized for each physical area, namely MMA 
(earthquake simulation)
 4)
, ADVENTURE (structure 
analysis)
 5)
, ACE-3D (flow dynamics)
 6)
 and 
TRAC-SKETCH (nuclear dynamics)
 7)
.  
 
2. Integration framework 
The integration framework is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, 
MMA executes earthquake simulation and outputs boundary 
condition data between soil and a building. Secondly, 
ADVENTURE receives the boundary conditions and 
executes structure analysis for a building. Next, 
ADVENTURE outputs vibration data (displacement and 
acceleration data) of the building and sends them to 
TRAC-SKETCH and ACE-3D. Thirdly, TRAC-SKETCH 
executes a simulation of nuclear dynamics and sends heat 
data to ACE-3D. Finally, ACE-3D executes a simulation of 
fluid dynamics in a nuclear reactor. 
There are data convertors between each application. Each 
data output from applications is converted to a data format 
which is appropriate to next application. 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Overview multi scale and multi physics simulation 
for seismic assessment of a nuclear reactor 
 
V. Results and Discussions 
1. Analysis Scenario 
We have performed application integration based on a 
simple scenario using a task flow system. Overview of the 
scenario is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, a data file is 
transferred from Site A (Earthquake Research Institute site) 
to Site C (Tokai site). The file is mesh file for MMA and the 
size is about 5MB. Secondly, a data file is transferred from 
Site C (Ueno site) to Site B (Tokyo-University Yoshimura 
Laboratory site). Finally, a test job is executed on Site C. An 
example of XML description is shown in List 4. 
 
2. Execution Results 
To verify a fault-tolerant of the system, we made two errors 
artificially during a coupling of applications.  
As first error, we removed the temporary file during 
transfer from site A to site B. Consequently, we confirmed 
that the system recognized the fault of file transfer and 
retried.  
As second error, we canceled the job during execution on 
site C. Consequently, we confirmed that the system 
recognized a fault of job execution and submitted a new job. 
 
 
Figure 3 Overview of the present analysis scenario 
 
 
 
 
  
1  <Tasks> 
2   <Task name="Task_Eri"  
3     objid="TSK_ERI1"  
4     kind="serial"  
5     step="self" > 
6   <Execute objid="TRANSFER_ERI1" /> 
7   </Task> 
8   <Task name="Task_Save"  
9     objid="TSK_SAVE1"  
10    kind="serial"  
11    step="self" > 
12    <Execute objid="TRANSFER_SAVE1" /> 
13    <Execute objid="JOB_SAVE1" /> 
14   </Task> 
15  </Tasks> 
List 4 Example of XML description for the present scenario 
 
VI. Conclusion 
In the present study, we suggested task flow system which 
equips a fault-tolerant of application coupling. Additionally, 
we verified the fault-tolerant using a simple scenario. In the 
future, we will execute a simulation for seismic assessment 
of nuclear power plant using the present system. 
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